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1. bond An object such as rope, band, or chain that binds somebody or something. 
   
2. enclosure An area that is sealed off by a barrier. 
   
3. chief The person with the most authority or highest rank in a group or organization. 
   
4. intruder An illegal entrant into a building or property, usually in order to commit a crime. 
   
5. pod The long narrow outercase holding the seeds of a plant such as the pea, or vanilla. 
   
6. fend To defend somebody or something from harm. 
   
7. sanctuary A place of refuge or safety. 
   
8. caretaker A person employed to look after a public building. 
   
9. tickle Lightly touch in a way that causes itching or twitching and often laughter. 
   
10. bushbuck A small antelope having a reddish-brown coat with markings found in southern 

Africa. 
   
11. vervet monkey A common African monkey with greenish-brown upper parts and a black face. 
   
12. crouch Crouch, crouched, crouching. To adopt a position where the knees are bent and the 

upper body is brought forward and down. 
   
13. snuggle Snuggle, snuggled, snuggling. To get into a comfortable, cozy position, especially 

close to another person. 
   
14. nuzzle Nuzzle, nuzzled, nuzzling. To rub or push something gently with the nose, especially 

as a way of showing affection 
   
15. spread To open out so as to increase in surface area, width, or length. 
   
16. resilience The ability of matter to spring back quickly into shape after being bent stretched or 

deformed. 
   
17. jewel A precious stone, especially a single crystal or a cut and polished piece of a lustrous 

or translucent mineral. 
   
18. reef A ridge of coral or rock in a body of water, with the top just below or just above the 

surface. 
   
19. dehydrate To lose or cause to lose a large amount of water. 
   
20. dispute To argue about something. 
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21.    century A period of a hundred years. 
   
22. average The result obtained by adding several amounts together and then dividing the total 

by the number of amounts. 
   
23. crinkle To become or make something become, finely folded or wrinkled, e.g. by crushing 

or pressing it. 
   
24. awfully In a very bad or unpleseant way. 
   
25. scornful Feeling or expressing great contempt for somebody or something. 
   
26. sorrowfully In a scornful way. 
   
27. slot A narrow vertical or horizontal opening into which something can be inserted. 
   
28. gear Gear, geared, gearing. One of several fixed transmission settings in a vehicle that 

determine power or direction. 
   
29. loftily In an exalted and refined way. 
   
30. pebble A small rounded stone that has been worn smooth by erosion. 
   
31. scanner An input device used to convert an image or text into digital form for storage or 

display. 
   
32. pad A thick piece of soft or absorbent material. 
   
33. software Programs and other operating information used by a computer. 
   
34. braille A written language for the blind, in which characters are represented by patterns of 

raised dots. 
   
35. impair To lessen the quality, strength, or effectiveness of something. 
   
36. sink To go down below the surface of liquid; to become submerged. 
   
37. twit An offensive term that deliberately insults somebody´s commonsense. 
   
38. warble Warble, warbled, warbling. To sing with trills and often changing notes (birds). 
   
39. jeer Jeer, jeere, jeering. To shout or laugh at somebody or something in a mocking or 

scornful way. 
   
40. disbelief The feeling of not believing or of not being able to believe somebody or something. 
   
41.  decompose To become rotten or decay. 
   
42. length The measurement or extent of something from end to end; the greater or greatest of 

two or more dimensions of an object. 
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43. height The measurement of someone or something from head to foot or from base to top. 
   
44. ancestor A person, typically one more remote than a grandparent, from whom one is 

descended. 
   
45. scar A mark left on the skin or within body tissue after the healing of a wound or burn. 
   

46. seedling A young plant, especially one raised from a seed and not from a cutting. 
   
47. sapling A young, slender tree. 
   

  
     
 
                                            SCIENCE AND GEOGRAPHY 
 
 

1. reflected light Is light that bounces back from an object. 
   
2. sound wave It is produced when a vibrating object makes the air vibrate. 
   
3. pitch The pitch of a sound is how high or low it is. 
   
4. magnet An object that pushes or pulls other magnets or pieces of metal. 
   
5. magnetism The properties of attraction possessed by magnets. 
   
6. poles The poles are the ends of a magnet. 
   
7. north pole One end of a magnet. 
   
8. south pole One end of a magnet. 
   
9. circuit A circle in which electricity travels. 
   
10. battery A combination of two or more galvanic cells electrically connected to work together 

to produce electric energy. 
   
11. power plant A place where electric power starts. 
   


